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It has been 20 years since the National Academy of Medicine
released its report, “To Err Is Human,” which shocked the
healthcare community on the pervasiveness of medical error.
While errors in medication administration are a significant
contributor to medical error, research seeking to understand
the complex systems nature and occurrence of medication
administration error is limited. Computermodeling is increas-
ingly being used in the healthcare industry to assess the
impact of changes made to healthcare processes. The ob-
jective of the study is to evaluate the use of agent-based
modeling, a type of computer modeling that allows the sim-
ulation of virtual individuals and their behavior, to simulate
nurse performance in the medication administration pro-
cess. The model explores the effect of Just-in-Time informa-
tion, as an intervention, on the occurrence of medication
error. The model demonstrated significant utility in under-
standing the interplay of the system elements of the nurse
medication administration process. Therefore this approach,
using systems-level computer simulation such as agent-based
models, can help administrators understand the effects of
changes to the medication administration process as they
work to reduce errors and increase performance.
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t is estimated that between 210 000 and 420 000 hospi-
tal patients suffer from harm as a result of medical er-

1
rors that contribute to their deaths each year. Medical
errors are the third leading cause of death (following heart
disease and cancer, respectively), accounting for approxi-

mately 10% of all deaths in the United States.2 As a subset of
medical error, medication errors defined as “any preventable
event that may cause or lead to inappropriate medication
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use or patient harm”3 contribute to approximately 19% of
total medical errors.4 Administering inpatient medication is a
complex systems process that includes prescribing, preparing
and dispensing, and administering the medication, typically
by a nurse in an acute care setting. While errors may occur
throughout the entire process, medication administration (MA)
is the final checkpoint at which an error may be discovered.5

The process of nurseMA (NMA) can be described in a se-
ries of steps that were initially termed the Five Rights.6 At
face value, the MA process (MAP) seems relatively straight-
forward; however, it is subject to the many vagaries of hu-
man and systems errors. Medication administration errors
(MAEs) can occur at each step of the MAP, with potential
consequences ranging from no discernible effect to death.4,7

A considerable amount of research has explored the causes
of nurseMAEs (NMAEs), which include workload, interrup-
tion, experience level, and work culture and environment.8

Because nurses are often the last line of defense in patient
safety, the focus on trying to better understand the factors af-
fecting NMAE is logical.

Many factors influence error occurrence and associated
reporting. In the evaluation of intravenous MA, Westbrook
et al9 reported an error incidence of 69.7%, which included
all aspects of intravenous MA. Ghaleb et al10 noted an error
rate for pediatric inpatients of 19.1%, while in another study,
Otero et al11 reported a slightly lower rate for pediatric inpa-
tients of 11.4% and 7.3%, respectively. This contrasts with a
report of medication error incidence in adult patients of only
3.3% by Calabrese et al,12 who also noted that this rate
might have been influenced by other factors, including phar-
macists playing a more active role in the MAP. A review of
the occurrence of MAE in critical care settings provides a
range of 5.1% to 44.6%.13 These divergent rates of MAEs
likely result from a variety of factors, such asmeans ofmeasure-
ment, differences in the population, and types of medications.

It is recognized that the actual frequency of occurrence of
MAEs is uncertain. Findings from studies suggest the poten-
tial for MAEs to be underreported for reasons that include
not recognizing incidences as errors, errors judged to be of
no consequence, concern over disciplinary action, and fac-
tors discouraging the reporting of errors.14 As with MAE oc-
currence, studies on underreported medication error fall
within a broad range—estimates of underreporting are
37% to 67%. Reasons for this range are as diverse as the
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ranges themselves and include the types of medications, the
population being studied, and the environment in which
the study was performed.14–16

Because nurses administer the majority of medications,
many studies exploring the reduction of NMAEs focus
on elements affecting the system, such as barcoding of
medications,17 reductions of interruptions,9 and auto-
mated medication delivery systems, rather than incorpo-
rating a broader system view.18 These approaches miss
the effects of the underlying system, and that complicates
finding solutions to MAEs. In 2017, researchers at the
University of Tennessee–Knoxville Health Innovation
Technology and Simulation Laboratory began efforts to
tie together several system elements of NMA. Part of this
effort involved measuring the effect of using the systems
engineering concept of Just-in-Time information (JITI)
delivered via a smartphone app on the occurrence of
NMAE. Just-in-Time information is delivered at the ap-
propriate time, in an appropriate amount, and in a man-
ner that is best suited for the current application. Having
direct access to information, particularly as in interven-
tion, cannot be assumed to provide any benefit. It can be
distracting, misinterpreted, and difficult to use, and it
can negatively affect the desired outcome.19,20 Informa-
tion delivered in the right way, at the appropriate time,
and in the correct way, can support correct time-critical
decisions in a dynamic environment.21–23 Previous re-
search by the authors confirmed that supplying student
nurses with information via app did not statistically im-
prove the students' performance as compared with the
control group.24 Studies by Wolf et al25 provide insight
that improved access to information might reduce MAEs.
The advent of affordable and powerful mobile computing
technology in the form of smart devices can deliver key in-
formation in a just-in-time fashion. The literature review
identified interruption, experience, fatigue, and workload
as primary factors that influence the occurrence of errors
by nurses during the MAP. Values from this review were
used to inform the model of the likelihood of error in each
of the process steps.

In addition to work process changes, the healthcare indus-
try has pursued many avenues to increase efficiency and re-
duce the occurrence of errors, such as computer modeling,
which has found broad application in healthcare operations,
including work and patient flow, resource planning and
staffing, and policy simulation. Computer modeling has sim-
ulated processes to better understand their dynamics and to
model the effect of changes. Discrete event simulation has
also found broad application in healthcare. Other computer
simulation approaches for healthcare process–oriented sim-
ulations have included Bayesian networks, neural networks,
and Markov chains.
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Agent-based models (ABMs) are a relatively new class of
computer simulation that have unique features that lend to
modeling the complex processes found in healthcare.26

Bonabeau27 describes agent-based modeling as considering
a system from the perspective of its constituent elements,
which portrays the operations in the healthcare system well.
An ABM is a type of computer model that combines the
standard forms of systems modeling with an approach that
allows the creation of individual actors or entities and at-
tempts to incorporate their behavior, intra-agent interac-
tions, and interactions with their environment. The game
SIMCity is often used as an example of the types of interac-
tion of the individuals or agents. An agent in an ABM is an
entity or object that is given a set of characteristics and is able
to carry out actions, including interactions with other agents.
Agents can be animate objects (eg, people or animals), inan-
imate objects (eg, cars or sections of pipe), or more concep-
tual entities (eg, an organization). Agents can learn and
adapt to their environments and can be adapted to include
the features of artificial intelligence.

Attributes and benefits of ABMs for simulating complex
systems have been well documented. In ABMs, the focus is
on individual agents, their rules, their behaviors, and their
interactions with each other and—perhaps most important
—their ability to effectively model complex systems. While
ABMs offer a rich feature set, the elements of most interest
in healthcare and this study are as follows:

(1)Multiple types of agents can exist and interact as indi-
viduals or entire groups.

(2) Agents are guided by simple rules that define their
actions.

(3) Agents can interact as individuals and/or groups.
(4)Agents can adapt to changes, allowing individual agents

to exhibit traits, such as behavior and experience, as
well as forming groups that shape group-level actions.

(5) Agents can communicate directly or indirectly with
the same or different agent types.28

Agent-based systems provide features that lend to model-
ing at a systems level in healthcare (eg, multiple levels, reliabil-
ity, flexibility, robustness, maintainability, and adaptability).29

Kanagarajah explores the use of ABM to improve quality in
healthcare and as a means to model and understand health-
care as a complex adaptive system.30 While the research litera-
ture on the application of ABMs in healthcare is still somewhat
limited as compared to other modeling approaches, it is grow-
ing quickly. The general application of ABMs in healthcare in-
cludes decision support systems, planning, process simulation
and analysis, resource management, data management, and
population applications.30–33 Specifically related to error
analysis, Wobcke and Dunn34 considered the application of
an ABM to risk assessment of a routine clinical process, devel-
oping an ABM to demonstrate the ability to assess risk in a
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clinical setting. In short, ABM offers a feature set relevant to
modeling operations and systems in healthcare. The role
and benefit of ABMs for application to nursing research
are explored by McLean et al,35 advocating its use as a tool
to explore a comprehensive systems application approach.

The focus of this study is to understand the aspects of
NMA from the perspective of key variables and to use JITI
to measure how an external factor or intervention might
influence the occurrence of errors. As part of this study,
an agent-based computer simulation is assessed to con-
sider how it can best be used in this application and to un-
derstand the complex system of NMA.

METHODS
This study intends to model the effect of systems-level in-
teractions of the NMA process through a computer model
that represents each of the MAP steps and the factors of in-
fluence. An agent-based computer model was built to sim-
ulate the nurse MAP in an acute care environment. It was
then used to evaluate the occurrence of MAEs and to mea-
sure the effect of a process change on the occurrence of
NMAEs. Part of this study considered the effect an intervention
might have on the MAP and the occurrence of MAEs.

An agent-based modeling approach allows modeling of
elements directly influencing the occurrence of MAEs at
the level of the individual nurse, patient, and medication. It
most effectively represents MA by nurses and how an inter-
vention (JITI) affects the occurrence of MAE. The objective
was to develop a prototype computer model to validate ABM
as a way to simulate MA and evaluate error occurrence.

Three primary elements in the high-level structure of the
Nurse Medication Administration Model (NMAM) are the
nurse, medication, and patient elements. Each interacts di-
rectly with others and can exchange information. These
elements receive the inputs and generate the outputs of
the model. The inputs include parameters that define
the operating conditions within which the agents function.
The intervention parameters define the influences on
NMA performance. The model's structure consists of the
selected agents, and the resultant output is the calculated
success rate of medication administration by nurses.

The model can be thought of as a collection of interre-
lated process flows. Within the process flows are the rules
that define the operation of each of the agents. There are
process flows for each of the NMAM agent types, that is,
nurses, patients, and medications (Supplemental Digital
Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CIN/A74, provides more
detail on the state charts for each of the agent types).

The platform used to construct NMAM was AnyLogic
(The AnyLogic Company, Oakbrook Terrace, IL) version
8.4.0, a commercial multimethod simulation development
software that features agent-based modeling as one of its
Volume 39 | Number 4
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modes. AnyLogic has a straightforward graphical user in-
terface to construct the model's components and tools to
support the verification and validation of the completed
model.

Model Input
Information used to set the operating conditions for the
model was derived from two sources: (1) a previously con-
ducted clinical trial that evaluated the effect of JITI on
NMAE and (2) a review of the existing literature on factors
contributing to NMAE and the likelihood of their occur-
rence. The overall performance of the students and their
use of JITI provided baseline data to inform the NMAM
design. App usage by the students was monitored as an in-
dicator of the degree to which JITI was used (see Supple-
mental Digital Content 2, http://links.lww.com/CIN/
A75, which provides representative smartphone screen
shots of the app). Several key factors affecting the occur-
rence of MAE were built into the model, including inter-
ruption, experience level, fatigue, and workload (Table 1).
The likelihood of occurrence of these factors and their as-
sociated effects were used as nominal values to construct
the model.

The three levels of information usage (none, limited, sig-
nificant) observed from the clinical trial were used as input
to the model. The NMAP model incrementally interpolated
these values from 0% to 90% of information use. The inter-
polation was to represent the effect of information use with
more granularity for the purpose of visualizing its effect.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
Agent Definition
The agents in this model function as actors that execute
tasks, which interact and react to situations the model's rules
create. Three agent types were defined for the NMAM
model: nurses, patients, and medications. Nurse agents
(nurse) play the central role in administering medication
and interact with both the patient and medication during
the delivery process. The primary function of the patient
agent (patient) is to receive and possibly react to the medica-
tion if it is administered. The medication agent (medication)
represents the actions of the respective medication types
within the model.

A feature of ABM is that the agents can be assigned at-
tributes; that is, they are given unique characteristics or
behaviors. Various attributes were defined for each agent
type in the model based on the primary factors identified
in the literature contributing to NMAE. These attributes
can take on different values or intensities for individual
agents of a specific agent type, such as the level of a nurse
agent's experience that can be low, moderate, or high.
These values can then affect the likelihood of error for that
CIN: Computers, Informatics, Nursing 189
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Table 1. Agent Attributes (Factors) Influencing MAE Occurrence

Nurse Agent

Attribute Factor Condition Effect
Interruption True/false Random probability of occurrence 53%,

increases error chance by 5%
An occurrence of an interruption
increases the chance of error32,33

Experience Novice, moderate, senior Staffing level assigned
25% (10) Novice
50% (20) Mid experience
25% (10) Significant experience

The level of experience influences the
chance of error occurrence34

Fatigue Yes/no Fatigue sets in after first half of half of
a shift

Fatigue increase the chance of
error occurrence32,45

Patient load Low/medium/high <5 Patients, ≥5 patients and
<8, ≥8 patients

The number of patients effects the
occurrence of error47,48

Medication load Low/medium/high ≤10 medications, 10–25
medications, >25 medications per shift

The number of medications
administered by a nurse per shift
affects the chance of error

Patient agent

Medications per patient Integer value Random assignment between two
through nine medications

Influences the nurse medication load

ADR True/false Probability of occurrence of 1% Serves as a metric for the impact of
an MAE49

Medication

Medication difficulty Minimal, intermediate,
difficult

Assigned randomly according to a
40%, 45%, 15% ratio

Reflects the complexity of administering
a medication, eg, an IV vs a capsule

Medication severity Low, medium, high Assigned randomly according to
a 30%, 40%, 30% ratio

Reflects the hazard of the medication to
the patient, eg, warfarin vs a vitamin50

Medication delivered True/false Probability based on beta distribution Identifies if a medication has
been administered

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
particular nurse agent. The attributes of the agents are
listed below. Numeric values assigned to the agent attri-
butes were obtained from a review of the literature.

• Nurse Attributes
190
○ Interruption: had an interruption that affected nurse
performance.

○ Experience: level of nurse experience influencing
performance.

○ Shift (MAP time period): MAP period to which the
nurse is assigned.

○ Fatigue: has fatigue had an impact on NMA
performance?

○ Patient load: the effect of the number of patients
assigned to a nurse.

○ Medication load: the effect from the number of med-
ications a nurse must administer per MAP shift.
• Patient Attributes

○ Medications per patient: the number of medications
assigned to a patient.

○ Adverse drug reaction (ADR): Has the patient expe-
rienced an ADR during the current MA period?
• Medication Attributes

○ Medication difficulty: the difficulty associated with
correctly administering a particular medication.
CIN: Computers, Informatics, Nursing
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○ Medication severity: the potential effect of an MAE
based on the characteristics of the medication.
Model Structure
Figure 1 shows the three chief components in themodel. Each
component represents an agent within the model. While each
component is separate, components interact, passing informa-
tion and directions (see Supplemental Digital Content 1,
http://links.lww.com/CIN/A74).

The process logic for the nurse is shown in Figure 2. The
nurse cycles through the process flow for each patient and
the medication assigned to it. The design includes the possi-
bility of medications not being delivered (eg, missed dose).
The patient-agent design logic is simpler, with two separate
but related processes: one assesses whether the patient re-
ceived the appropriate medication, and the other assesses
whether the medication resulted in an ADR. The actions
for the medication agent assess the state of the medication:
whether it was delivered or a dose was missed.

Each nurse agent flows through the process steps indepen-
dently. The following steps occur in the simulation before the
nurse agents begin the MAP. The model simulates 20 nurse
agents per shift, a total of 40 nurse agents (numbered 0–39 as
April 2021
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FIGURE 1. Major components of NMAM model.
noted in Figure 3) allowing for an average 5:1 patient-to-
nurse ratio, which aligns with suggested staffing ratios.39

• Nurses are randomly assigned to one of twoMAP shifts;
the nurses remain in this shift for the duration of the
simulation.

• Medications are randomly assigned to patients, with the
number of medications assigned to each falling within a
FIGURE 2. Nurse agent MAP flow and agent interactions.
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defined range. This assignment remains constant through-
out the simulation.

• Patients are initially randomly assigned to nurses,
with the number of patients per nurse falling within a
defined range. This nurse-patient assignment changes
as the simulation progresses through each sequence
of shifts.
CIN: Computers, Informatics, Nursing 191
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FIGURE 3. Change in performance of the 40 nurse agents in response to the increase in effective use of information.

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The probability of an error by the nurse agent is calcu-
lated at each MAP step. A beta distribution was used to gen-
erate the probability of an MAE. The beta distribution was
selected because it is particularly suitable for modeling the
random behavior of proportions and percentages. It has
been applied in modeling the probability of success or failure
of an event. It has been described as a distribution that is suit-
able for modeling the probability of probabilities. It allows a
great degree of flexibility in establishing the shape of the prob-
ability density function (PDF), as was done for this study. In
this application, the PDF was given the shape of a curve sim-
ilar to an extreme value function given the nature of the like-
lihood of error at each step of the MAP. In particular, the
probability of an error at each step is relatively low (or the like-
lihood of correctly performing the step is quite high).

An NMAP error occurs when any one of the steps of the
process flow is not correctly completed. The model calculates
the chance that an error will occur along each step of the pro-
cess flow for each nurse agent using the unique beta distribu-
tion probability calculated for each step and the effect of the
agent's attributes on the probability of error occurrence.

The beta distribution was modified by truncating it at the
upper and lower levels to more realistically reflect error oc-
currence. The upper limit of 99.9% was used, meaning that
for any particular instance, the chance of error is 0.1%, and
a lower limit meaning the chance of an error happening at
any instant is 50%. This is the incidental likelihood of an er-
ror as represented by the beta distribution probability distri-
bution function.

The likelihood of error occurrence is determined for each
process step in the administration of a medication to a
192 CIN: Computers, Informatics, Nursing
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patient by the nurse. These individual probabilities are com-
bined into an overall probability of error for that particular
MA event, which is then further combined into an overall
set of probabilities for error occurrence by the individual
nurse agent.

The likelihood of MAE is calculated for each nurse agent
as it travels through each process step. The simulation mod-
ifies the impact of the JITI effect after all the nurse agents
complete the administration of all their medications. A sim-
ple series reliability calculation was used for calculating the
overall probability of MAE. The formula demonstrates
how the attributes and probability of error occurrence are
coupled.

Likelihood of MAE occurence ¼ IU� betas � ∏
n¼1

∏
p¼1

∏
m¼1

AAVnpm

 !

where IU is information utilization: the measure of the
benefit of the JITI use ranging from no impact to a 90% in-
crease in performance; n, nurse agent; p, patient agent; m, the
subset of medications belonging to patient p for nurse n; s, each
consecutive step in the MAE process; beta, beta distribu-
tion value; and AAV is agent attribute value: the composite ef-
fect of a nurse agent's unique combination of attributes.

Nurse Agent
The nurse agent enters into theMAP process flow and cycles
through the process for each of themedications their patients
have. The simulation keeps track of which medications are
delivered to which patient. The likelihood of a misstep in
the administration process is calculated for each of the pro-
cess steps as noted in Figure 2. As the nurse proceeds through
April 2021
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each of the process steps, an algorithm calculates the likeli-
hood that an error will occur in each step of the process.
The algorithm factors in the effect from each agent's respec-
tive attribute levels, such as fatigue and experience, which in
turn affect individual performance. The overall likelihood of
an error is calculated based on the combination of the error
probabilities in each of the process steps.

Each of the nurse agents proceeds through the MAP pro-
cess flow for each patient and one of their respective medica-
tions. The nurse agent repeats this process for each combination
of patient and their respectivemedications. After the nurse agents
complete the administration of all their patients' medications, the
model then increases the effect of the information by the desired
level, and the entire MAP process is rerun. This process con-
tinues until the final value for information effectiveness (ie, effec-
tive utilization) is reached.

Patient Agent
The patient agent has two separate but related processes:
one assesses whether the patient received the appropriate
medication, and the other determines whether the medica-
tion resulted in an ADR. The patient portion of the model
represented in the lower right portion of Figure 2 illustrates
the process flow for the patient agents. The patient process
flows reflect the two primary considerations for the patient:
where it resides in the overall MAP process and whether it
has experienced an ADR. As the model progresses, the pa-
tient moves from its initial state prior to the start of the
MAP condition to its next condition after the model decides
if the nurse delivers the medication (Post Med Admin) or not
(Missed Dose). In a separate but related process flow, the
model determines if the patient experiences an ADR as a re-
sult of receiving a medication. This is determined probabilis-
tically using a simple algorithm that randomly assigns an
ADR occurrence. The patient cycles back to its previous
state after it reaches the post-MA and ADR states.

Medication Agent
The process flow for medication, shown in the upper right
portion of Figure 2, illustrates the flow of medication agents
through their several conditions. Themedication agent waits
to be administered by the nurse agent.When the nurse agent
enters its process flows and interacts with a corresponding
patient, a medication from a list of medications is selected
by the model to administer. Based on the model's rules, a
probability is calculated, and the medication either will go
through the complete administration process or will be
flagged as a missed dose and not given to the patient.

Model Verification and Validation
The verification, calibration, and validation of ABMs are
similar to some other adaptive computermodeling approaches,
Volume 39 | Number 4
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in that the nature of themodels canmake the process of validat-
ing, certification, and validation challenging.40 The approaches
brought forward by Windrum et al,41 Klügl,42 and Qudrat-
Ullah43 were used in building the verification and validation
approach. Verification of the model was completed by white
box verification, where the process flows of the agents and the
computer code were evaluated, and run-time verification,
which assessed the performance while it was running.44,45

AnyLogic uses a graphical interface for the construction of
models, which makes evaluation of the overall process logic
straightforward for the high-level static verification of the
model. Output from the computer was compared with manu-
ally calculated examples in order to verify performance. Func-
tional (black box) performance was validated using tracking
tools that were developed and embedded in custom Java (Ora-
cle Corporation, Redwood City, CA) coding portions to allow
tracking of the behavior of the agents and othermodel elements
to ensure themodel performed as expected. An example of this
is a random run report self-generatedwithin themodel to verify
that the nurse-patient assignment is done correctly at the begin-
ning of a simulation. Calibration of the model was completed
by evaluating the sensitivity of the output to changes in the al-
gorithms controlling each of the process steps and their effect
on the final output. These parameters were adjusted to align
the output with the values found in the literature for the likeli-
hood of nurse medication error.

SIMULATION EXECUTION
The numbers of nurse and patient agents were set to allow
the average nurse-to-patient ratio to be maintained at an av-
erage of one nurse for every five patients, with the low end of
the range at two patients assigned to a nurse and the high
end eight patients. The number of medications for the indi-
vidual patient could range from a low of two to a high of 12,
with a mean of five.

The design of the model allowed the effectiveness of JITI
input to be changed as the simulation progressed. The levels
of effectiveness used were increases in performance of 10%,
30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%, plus a control where the JITI in-
put had no effect. These levels were selected based on previ-
ous trial simulations that indicated this spread was adequate
to demonstrate sufficient detail on the effect of the increase of
information and its effects on the dependent variable. Nurse
responses were provided each of the effect levels.

MODEL ANALYSIS
The analysis focused on validating the performance of the
model through (1) evaluation of simulation outputs, and (2)
its alignment with values found in the related literature,
and (3) case studies performed as part of this research. The
analysis of the model first considers the overall systems-level
model performance, followed by consideration of specific
CIN: Computers, Informatics, Nursing 193
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Table 2.Mean Likelihood of Successful Administration
of a Medication for a Given JITI Effective Use Level

JITI Effective Use Mean MA Success SD
0 Control, no effect 0.41 0.29

1 Lowest effect 0.56 0.29

2 0.79 0.22

3 0.9 0.14

4 0.95 0.1

5 Highest effect 0.97 0.06

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
output functions, and then focuses on a more detailed analysis
of a specific trial representative of the model's operation.

Figure 3 indicates the model's response to an increase in
the effectiveness of JITI use with increasing success rates,
or a decrease in error rates, in NMA. The 0% level of JITI
corresponds to no effective use of JITI in the model. Each
one of the lines in Figure 3 represents the average of the like-
lihood a nurse will correctly administer a medication, with
each line representing a separate nurse agent. Each point
in the vertical collection of points represents a medication
that has gone through the MAP. The output of the model
was first compared with the clinical case study that assessed
the role of JITI in NMAE, which found that an increase in
the effective use of JITI corresponded with significantly di-
minished MAEs.24 Specifically, the case study found that
the fully effective use of JITI led to a near 100% success rate
in the administration of medication, while little or no use of
JITI had a success rate of less than 30%. This generally con-
forms with the results from the model which shows a success
rate of some nurse agents from near 30% to near 100% at
the maximum of JITI effective use.

The model was then compared to the literature findings
on the occurrence of NMAE, which report a broad range
of error rates from a high rate of occurrence at 70% to a
low rate of occurrence at 10%. This compares to the model
range of successful administration of medication at the level
of no JITI use from 30% to 60%. This narrower range for
the model is, by design, in consideration of the challenges
in correct reporting of MAEs stated in the literature and to
better represent the dynamics of the model. Table 2 shows
the mean value at each level of the effectiveness measure of
JITI used in the model.

Figure 3 also shows there is a corresponding increase in
the successful administration of medication as information
use increases. The model produced an output resembling a
logarithmic rate of change resulting from the increase in
the benefit of additional information. This is a result of the
steps used in the model to increase the benefit derived from
an increase in the effectiveness of JITI. Of note is the de-
crease in the difference in performance among nurse agents
at the highest levels of JITI effectiveness. This result indicates
that the increase in the effectiveness of information reaches
what is in effect a saturation point and that the nurse agents'
performance levels converge at similarly high levels as the ef-
fectiveness of JITI use increases.

The influence of each agent attribute was evaluated. The
method that was used estimates the change in the output
based on a range of variation for each attribute. The analysis
indicates that, when considering the overall impact of the at-
tributes, interruption is the most notable contributor to
changes in the output values, resulting in 25% of the overall
change in output. This is followed by medication severity at
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21%, dedication difficulty at 19%, fatigue at 16%, patient
load at 11%, and the nurse agent's level of experience at
6% overall effect on outcome. These relative effects coincide
with initial expectations based on the effects of these factor
found in the literature on NMAE.

The model has the ability to consider the performance of
each individual nurse agent. The performance of each agent
was plotted against the level of effectiveness in the use of
JITI, which indicates how the change in information influ-
enced the output. The performance of each nurse is affected
by their attributes, their interaction with the other agent
types, and the likelihood of error probabilities that the model
calculates for each nurse. As intended, the likelihood of suc-
cessful MA varies based on each specific combination of
nurse, patient, and medication, which matches a clinical set-
ting where multiple factors can affect an MA event.

To illustrate this, Figure 4 compares two representative
nurse agents, using a heat map that shows how each nurse
agent responds to an interruption during the administration
of a medication for each level of information utilized. The
upper two heat maps show the likelihood of successful MA
with no interruption. Comparing these two nurse agents,
Nurse-Agent 21 indicates a broader range of values at the
lower level of the effectiveness of JITI use compared with
Nurse-Agent 16. The lower two heat maps show the effects
of interruption. In contrast to the upper boxes, the perfor-
mance is lower, as would be expected from the effect of inter-
ruption. Nurse-Agent 16 experienced a more significant
effect from interruption than did Nurse-Agent 21.

The assessment is that the agent attributes operate in a
way that is consistent with the design of the model and con-
tribute in ways that are expected with overall model perfor-
mance. The attributes contribute in a measured way and, as
demonstrated in the false-true control group, have a signifi-
cant impact on the likelihood index—despite the small
values each individual agent attribute conveys to the overall
multiplier that modifies the likelihood index.

CONCLUSION
Healthcare providers continue to improve the delivery of
care and reduce the occurrence of medical errors. An
April 2021
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FIGURE 4. Heat map comparing the MA performance of two nurse agents before and after experiencing an interruption.
approach that has found some benefit is integrating the use
of systems engineering, in particular complex systems
modeling, to help understand the challenges of reducing
medical error—and in this instance decreasing the occur-
rence of MAE by nurses. The effort to combine a systems
engineering approach and evaluation of NMAE leads to
the development of the NMAM computer model. This pro-
totype model combines the results of a clinical case study
that evaluated the effect of JITI in mitigating the occur-
rence with MAEs and an agent-based modeling approach.
The ABM modeling approach incorporated the effects of
the characteristics of individual nurses, patients, and med-
ications on errors, as well as being able to assess complex
systems effects and how an intervention would affect med-
ication error occurrence.

The NMAM model accurately represented the occur-
rence of MAEs using an agent-based modeling approach.
The rate or probability of nurse medication error reported
in the literature as well as in the clinical case study was effec-
tively reproduced by the model, both in the overall probabil-
ity of error and also for each of the process steps. This
attribute of the model illustrates how the intervention affects
MAE at the system level and also at the individual process
steps, which allows measurement of the effect of an interven-
tion at both levels. The initial error occurrence represented
in NMAM of 30% to 70% MAEs matched that found in
the literature. The evaluation of the NMAMmodel demon-
strated that it appropriately represents the effects of different
levels of agent attributes and the influence of process changes
on the occurrence of MAE by nurses. The performance of
individual nurse agents was analyzed for the effect of varying
levels of attributes, such as experience or fatigue; the varying
attribute levels do have an impact NMAE performance as
Volume 39 | Number 4
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expected. Furthermore, the effect from these attributes can
be related to change their influence on the model.

An external influence was inserted into the simulation to
assess the model's response. It effectively represented an in-
tervention in the form of the effect of JITI which increased
nurse-agent performance. The response from the model
aligned with the original data from a clinical case study. This
result indicated the overall response of the agents and how
errors were prevented as information use increased. This
also indicated that NMAM could be a useful tool in opti-
mizing system process based on outside influences and
constraining factors.

A significant aspect of the model is that it comprised indi-
vidual agents, each in effect a unique individual with a par-
ticular mix of attribute levels, which allows modeling at a
granular level. As a result, the occurrence of errors, as well
as the effect of an intervention, can be monitored at the
agent level (ie, for each individual nurse agent in the model).
This may aid in understanding the impact of an attribute,
such as the level of fatigue, on both an individual nurse
and across the population of nurses. Based on this, we can
begin to understand the dynamics of how changing one part
of the system has both expected and unexpected results.

Along with the ability to consider error at an individual or
system level, the model was effective in determining the rel-
ative contribution of the specific attributes of the agents
and that these results aligned with both the clinical case study
and the results found in the literature. Measuring the impact
of the individual attribute on overall nurse agent perfor-
mance for medication error allows measurement of the im-
pact of an intervention on a specific attribute as well as the
overall system. The intervention can be tailored to provide
an overall reduction in the error rate.
CIN: Computers, Informatics, Nursing 195
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CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The NMAM can be thought of as a model of a model. It
was developed to understand if, how, and to what benefit
agent-based modeling might be applied to the complex envi-
ronment of the processes of nursing care. The structure that
was used demonstrated that the approach lends itself to the
understanding and simulation of nursing processes, particu-
larly when the effects of other parts of the system are of inter-
est. Starting with a simpler ABM such as this provides helpful
insights on the modeling process and contributes to a richer
understanding of how to develop a more robust model.

Continued research is merited to better understand
how complex nursing processes can be represented by
agent-based modeling and its use as a tool to support the ef-
fect of system changes. Future efforts will consider increasing
the complexity of the agents and their interactions, adding
more system interactions, and including the effects of other
agent types. While not explored in detail as part of this study,
the model appears to have the inherent predictive capability,
as well as the ability to support optimization of the MAP, an
interesting development that may lend itself to future re-
search. Future efforts will consider how aspects of NMAM
may be used as an optimization method to determine how
process changes affect the MAP and to determine the bal-
ance of cost, efficiency, and error occurrence. This study
focused on the immediate interactions of the nurse, medi-
cation, and patient agents. Further study incorporating
wider systems effects from other functional areas in a hospi-
tal, as well as higher systems effects, such as policies, will be
considered.
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